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Abstract

Theory suggests that garbling may improve the transmission of private informa-
tion. A simple garbling procedure, randomized response, has shown promise in the
field. We provide the first complete analysis of randomized response as a game and
implement it as an experiment. We find in our experiment that randomized response
increases truth-telling and, importantly, does so in instances where being truthful ad-
versely affects posterior beliefs. Our theoretical analysis also reveals, however, that
randomized response has a plethora of equilibria in addition to truth-telling equi-
libria. Lab behavior is most consistent with those informative but not truth-telling
equilibria.
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1 Introduction

Economic theory suggests that garbling may improve the transmission of private infor-

mation. This paper explores this potential under controlled conditions. The focus is on

a simple garbling procedure, randomized response, which was first proposed by Warner

[71] and has shown promise in the field. Under randomized response a sender provides a

signal about her private information in the from of a “yes/true” or “no/false” answer to a

privately observed question/statement; there is garbling because the receiver only observes

the answer, but not the question/statement. We provide the first complete analysis of

randomized response as a game and implement it as an experiment. Our implementation

uses Warner’s original procedure, and thus closely matches the methodology employed in

a recent survey study of corruption by public officials in three South American countries

(Gingerich [36]).

There is a wide range of environments in which theory has shown that garbling has the

potential to improve information transmission and sometimes raise efficiency. This includes

general communication mechanisms (Forges [31]; Myerson [58]), mediated communication

(Goltsman, Hörner, Pavlov, and Squintani, [38]), communication through noisy channels

(Blume, Board, and Kawamura, [10]), vague language (Blume and Board, [12]), limit pric-

ing with stochastic demand shocks (Matthews and Mirman [54]), accounting imprecision

(Kanodia, Singh, and Spero [44]), contracting with imperfect commitment (Bester and

Strausz [8]; Mitusch and Strausz [57]), and privacy protection in survey design (Ljungqvist

[53]).

Intuitively, the potential positive effect of garbling on information transmission can be

understood in terms of providing plausible deniability. With garbling, the receiver observes

realizations of a random variable that is only imperfectly correlated with the variable of

interest, even when the sender is truthful. As a result, a sender, who might be concerned

about the receiver learning the truth about the variable of interest, can be truthful and yet

plausibly deny any particular realization of the variable.

In mediated communication, for example, the observed random variable is the media-

tor’s recommendation to the receiver, which is a function of the sender’s type (the variable

of interest) and the outcome of a randomizing procedure implemented by the mediator.

In randomized response, which will be the focus of this paper, the observed random vari-

able is the sender’s answer, which is a function of the random variable of interest, the

sender’s type, and of additional private information that the sender obtains by operating

a randomizing device.

It is important to emphasize that the principle at work here, that conditional on the
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sender being truthful the observed random variable is only imperfectly correlated with the

variable of interest, does not depend on devices and procedures. The same effect arises with

plain communication if the sender has private information that is in addition to the infor-

mation of interest to the receiver. Blume and Board [11], and recently in a more general

setting Giovannoni and Xiong [37], show that mediated-cheap talk outcomes can be repli-

cated with plain communication when there is private information about shared language.

Furthermore, it is easy to see that conversational strategies that direct the conversation

from sensitive to related but less sensitive topics offer the conversation partner plausible

deniability that mirrors what is achieved by randomized response. Thus the phenomenon

we are investigating is general enough to potentially affect all forms of communication.

There are (at least) two reasons for studying garbled information transmission in the lab.

First, it is difficult to obtain data on private information in the field. Second, many models

of garbling have multiple equilibria (see, for example Blume et al. [10]), and frequently we

do not know the entire set of equilibria. Here randomized response is attractive: we can

fully characterize the equilibrium set, making it possible to answer the question which, if

any, equilibrium can account for observed behavior.

In our experiment, we find that randomized response increases truth-telling and, im-

portantly, does so when this requires giving “difficult answers,” answers that impact the

receiver’s beliefs in a way that is unfavorable to the sender. At the same time, our ex-

perimental results also confirm the concern about multiplicity of equilibria. Applications

of randomized response in the field implicitly assume that agents follow a truth-telling

equilibrium. We find, however, that behavior in the lab is better described by equilibria

in which senders are sensitive to the impact of their answer on receivers’ beliefs. They are

truthful if that impact is favorable. They will, however, lie some of the time when this

helps them avoid giving difficult answers.

2 Randomized Response

Warner [71] recognized in 1965 that garbling can provide plausible deniability. He suggested

to take advantage of this effect in order to improve information about sensitive issues,

such as illegal drug use, corrupt behavior by public officials, tax evasion etc. Rather

than asking the sender directly about, for example, having engaged in corrupt behavior,

randomized response lets the sender privately operate a randomizing device (e.g. rolling a

die, or spinning a spinner) that determines whether the question/statement she responds

to confirms or denies the behavior. The receiver only observes whether the answer is

“yes/true” or “no/false.” Unlike under direct questioning a “yes/true” answer is no longer
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an admission of having engaged in corrupt behavior. This means that the sender can claim

plausible deniability and thereby achieves a degree of privacy protection. If that privacy

protection is sufficient, the sender may be willing to answer truthfully. In that case, the

receiver will be able to gain at least some information about the likelihood that the sender

has engaged in corrupt behavior, since he knows the probability with which each question

is asked.

A recent example of the application of Warner’s method in its original form, and thus

closely matching the game we employ in our experiment, is Gingerich’s [36] study of cor-

ruption by public officials in three South American countries. He had 2859 government

bureaucrats in 30 different institutions privately operate a spinner that determined whether

they responded to statement A: “I have never used, not even once, the resources of my

institution for the benefit of a political party,” or statement B: “I have used, at least once,

the resources of my institution for the benefit of a political party.” The researcher only

observed whether the response was “true” or “false” and, by design, knew that there was

a 80% chance that it was a response to statement A.

Randomized response involves two steps, information transmission and inference. Our

interest in this paper is in understanding whether and how garbling via the use of a ran-

domizing device improves information transmission in communication games. Inference

concerns us only in as far as it depends on postulating a particular form of behavior,

namely truth-telling, which does not obtain in all equilibria of the communication game.

The incentive structure that motivates the use of randomized response in the field is

that of a simple signaling game in reduced form. The sender cares about receiver’s beliefs

and finds lying costly. One type of the sender, the stigmatized type (the corrupt public

official in the above example), would rather be perceived as the other, accepted, type (the

honorable official). If lying costs are sufficiently high, there is a separating equilibrium: the

stigmatized type finds it too costly to mimic the accepted type. With sufficiently low lying

costs, on the other hand, it is not possible at all to transmit information in equilibrium

with direct communication. It is in this case that garbling can help restore communication.

Randomized response has a number of features that make it attractive for an experimen-

tal investigation of garbling. First, the underlying incentive structure is straightforward:

a stigmatized type wants to be perceived as an accepted type and weighs this incentive

to mimic against a small lying cost. Second, the procedure is intuitive: since the receiver

only sees the answer, but not the question, honest answers do not reveal the sender’s type.

Third, the procedure has been used, and continues to be used, in the field, suggesting that

it can succeed in the lab. Last but not least, under randomized response it is easy to

manipulate the salience of incentives; in the linear variant of the incentive structure we
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are using affecting salience is a simple matter of changing the weights on truth-telling and

posterior beliefs of the receiver in the sender’s payoff function. In summary, randomized

response is simple, intuitive, with a track record in the field, and with incentives that can

be easily made salient; it is a natural starting point for studying the impact of garbling on

information transmission in the lab.

3 The Randomized Response Game

The communication game we analyze, and use in our experiment, employs the payoff struc-

ture of a reduced-form signaling game. There are two players, a sender and a receiver. The

sender sends a message to the receiver. The receiver updates his belief after observing the

sender’s message. The sender’s payoff depends on the sender’s type, her message, and the

receiver’s belief.1 The specific payoff structure we work with is a linear version of the one

proposed by Ljungqvist [53], who uses it to provide the first formalization of the incentives

governing randomized response.2 Under that payoff structure, the sender has two types

and prefers receiver beliefs that assign higher probability to her being an accepted rather

than a stigmatized type.3 The sender also prefers not having to lie. Therefore, the sender

has an incentive to claim to be the accepted type, but this is differentially costly for the

two types. The accepted type can costlessly claim to be the accepted type, because doing

so is truthful. The stigmatized type, in contrast, has to bear a lying cost when claiming

to be the accepted type. If lying costs are high enough, there is a separating equilibrium

with direct communication. The stigmatized type finds it too costly to pretend to be the

accepted type. The interesting case, however, and the case we examine, is the one where

lying costs are positive but small enough to rule out full separation in equilibrium under

direct communication.

Messages are framed as responses (“yes” or “no”) to questions. This does not mat-

ter for the game with direct communication, since giving yes-no answers to a commonly

known question “Are you the accepted type?” is equivalent to making reports about ones

type. The framing of messages as responses to questions does become important when con-

sidering garbling, since garbling under randomized response is implemented via privately

randomizing the question, which may be either “Are you the accepted type?” or “Are you

1Recent examples of papers that analyze signaling games in reduced form include Ottaviani and
Sorensen [60], Kaya [50], and Frankel and Kartik [33].

2Kawamura [49] studies information transmission in social surveys where a welfare maximizing decision
maker communicates with a random sample of individuals who have heterogeneous preferences.

3We borrow the labels stigmatized and accepted from the applied literature on randomized response.
For the formal analysis all that matters is that the sender prefers to be perceived as one type rather than
the other. In the experiment we use neutral labels and the type characteristics are embedded in the payoffs.
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the stigmatized type?”

The game begins with the sender privately observing her type θ ∈ {s, t}. The sender’s

type is either stigmatized, s, or accepted, t. It is commonly known that both types are equally

likely. In addition to her type θ the sender privately observes a question q ∈ {qs, qt}. The

question is either “Are you the stigmatized type?” (“Are you an s?”), qs, or “Are you the

accepted type?” (“Are you a t?”), qt. The question qs is drawn with a commonly known

probability ps. After observing her type θ and the question q, the sender sends a message

r ∈ {y, n} to the receiver. The message y indicates a “yes” answer and the message n a

“no” answer. After observing the sender’s message r (but not the question), the receiver

forms his belief µ about the sender’s type θ, where µs denotes the probability the receiver

assigns to type s.

The sender’s payoff

U(θ, q, r, µs) = λI(θ, q, r)− ξµs, with λ, ξ > 0

has two (additive) components. The first component depends directly on the message: if

the sender’s message r is truthful, given her type θ and the question q, then the indicator

function I(θ, q, r) takes the value 1, and otherwise the value 0. Hence, by being truthful the

sender receives a payoff λ > 0. The second component of the sender’s payoff is a function

of the receiver’s belief: it is a decreasing function of the probability µs that the receiver

assigns to the sender being the stigmatized type s, where the rate of decrease is ξ > 0.

The parameter λ > 0 expresses a preference for truth-telling, all else equal. Preferences

for truth-telling have recently received greater attention in the economics literature. On

the theory side, Crawford [25] introduces truthful behavioral types to understand commu-

nication of intentions in games of pure conflict. Kartik, Ottaviani, and Squintani [47] and

Kartik [48] consider lying costs, and Chen [19] allows for a positive probability of senders

being honest in information transmission games. There is also an extensive experimental

literature on lying and deception that was pioneered by Gneezy [35]. In our experiment,

we induce preferences for truth-telling. Any homegrown preferences for truth-telling would

be on top of the preferences we induce. Hence, if the randomized response game admits

a truthful equilibrium under the induced preferences, it also does if there are additional

homegrown truth-telling preferences.

The parameter ξ > 0 expresses the sender’s concern about being perceived as the

stigmatized type, her “stigmatization aversion.” It measures the marginal impact of raising

the probability, µs, that the receiver’s belief assigns to the sender being type s. As is

standard in reduced-form signaling games, the belief µs can be taken to be a proxy for
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expected receiver actions, taking into account that the receiver best responds to beliefs in

a Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium. If, for example, the sender’s type is stigmatized because

the sender has engaged in tax fraud, being perceived as more likely to be stigmatized may

translate into a higher probability of being audited and penalized. In other settings, those

perceived as more likely to carry a stigmatizing trait may face ostracism, discrimination,

income loss, etc. It is also possible that the sender cares directly about the receiver’s

expected beliefs (which coincide with realized beliefs in equilibrium) if she cares about

audience perceptions, image, status, etc.4 In our experiment the distinction between beliefs

proxying for receiver actions and (expected) beliefs directly entering the payoff function

is moot since we make the sender’s payoffs directly dependent on the receiver’s (elicited)

beliefs.

To summarize, the sender’s payoff function captures the underlying rationale for ran-

domized response as articulated by Ljungqvist [53]: senders “are thought to feel discomfort

from being perceived as belonging to the sensitive group, but they prefer to answer ques-

tions truthfully than to lie, unless it is too revealing.”

Since affine transformations of the sender’s payoff function U represent the same prefer-

ences, we can normalize the sender’s payoff function without affecting the set of equilibria.

To simplify the notation, we will therefore consider

Ũ(θ, q, r, µs) = ρI(θ, q, r)− µs,

with ρ = λ
ξ
, in our theoretical analysis. The parameter ρ, which we call the relative truth-

telling preference, measures the preference for truth-telling normalized in relation to the

preference not to be perceived as the stigmatized type.

It is worth examining the conditions that need to be satisfied for truth-telling. It is easy

to see that if the preference for truth-telling is sufficiently strong relative to the stigma-

tization aversion (ρ ≥ 1), there is a separating equilibrium even with direct questioning

(ps = 0 or ps = 1). The interesting case, however, is the one with low to moderate relative

truth-telling preferences (0 < ρ < 1), which precludes separation under direct questioning.

This case is the focus of “randomized response.” Under randomized response the proba-

bility ps ∈ (0, 1) that question qs is asked is non-degenerate. Without loss of generality,

we will focus on ps ∈
(
0, 1

2

)
. In that case, the question qt, “Are you a t?” is the more

4This is the approach taken in the literature on psychological games (see Geanakoplos, Pearce, and
Stacchetti [34] and Battigalli and Dufwenberg [4]). Ottaviani and Sørensen [61] consider a cheap-talk game
in which a sender cares about her reputation, modeled as the discrepancy between the receiver’s belief
about the state and the actual state. In our model, the sender’s payoff depends on how likely the receiver
believes the state to be s. See also Bernheim [7] for a model of conformity in which agents’ esteem, derived
from the opinion of others as in our case, is modeled via belief-dependent preferences.
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frequently asked question.

Let µθ(r), r ∈ {y, n}, denote the receiver’s posterior probability of the sender having

type θ if the sender answers with r. Then, in order for truth-telling to be an equilibrium,

the following four incentive constraints have to be satisfied (the first inequality, for example,

ensures that type s is truthful if asked question qs).

(s, qs) : ρ− µs(y) ≥ −µs(n).

(s, qt) : ρ− µs(n) ≥ −µs(y).

(t, qs) : ρ− µs(n) ≥ −µs(y).

(t, qt) : ρ− µs(y) ≥ −µs(n).

The last two constraints duplicate the first two constraints, and are therefore redundant.

It follows from Bayes’ rule that µs(y) = ps and µs(n) = pt = 1 − ps, the probability that

question qt is drawn. Since we assumed that ps ∈
(
0, 1

2

)
, it follows that

0 < µs(n)− µs(y) < 1.

As a consequence, of the remaining two constraints only the constraint

ρ− µs(n) ≥ −µs(y)

for giving truthful “no” answers is binding. This constraint is equivalent to

ρ ≥ µs(n)− µs(y) = pt − ps = 1− 2ps. (1)

Since ρ is strictly positive, the constraint ρ ≥ 1 − 2ps that needs to hold for truth-telling

can always be satisfied by having ps be sufficiently close to 1
2
. This reflects the rationale

for randomized response: by injecting sufficient noise (having ps sufficiently close to 1
2
)

truth-telling becomes incentive compatible. At the same time, as long as ps 6= 1
2
, some

information is transmitted.

4 Equilibrium Characterization

In a Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium (henceforth equilibrium) players have well-defined beliefs

at every information set, their strategies are optimal given those beliefs, and beliefs are

derived from Bayes’ rule whenever possible. We will fully characterize the set of equilibria

of the randomized response game for all values of 0 < ρ < 1 and for all values of ps ∈
[
0, 1

2

)
.
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We treat the two cases ps = 0 and ps ∈
(
0, 1

2

)
separately. In the case where ps = 0,

it is commonly known that the question asked is qt; we refer to this as “direct response.”

When, in contrast, ps ∈
(
0, 1

2

)
the receiver is uncertain about the question asked; we refer

to this as “randomized response.”

4.1 Equilibria under Direct Response

Let ∆(X) denote the set of probability distributions over the set X. Under direct response,

a behavior strategy of the sender, σ : {s, t} → ∆{y, n}, specifies for each θ the distribution

of answers to the commonly known question, qt.

For some parameters the direct-response game has multiple equilibria. Since it is a

(reduced-form) signaling game, standard refinements of equilibria for those games ap-

ply. We make use of the D1 criterion (Banks and Sobel [3]; Cho and Kreps [20]).5 To

understand the D1 criterion, fix an equilibrium under direct response and let U∗(θ) de-

note the equilibrium payoff of type θ. For any out-of-equilibrium message r ∈ {y, n}, let

B(r, θ) := {µ|U(θ, qt, r, µs) ≥ U∗(θ, q)} be the set of receiver beliefs that might tempt

type θ to deviate from the the equilibrium with payoff U∗(θ) by sending message r. An

equilibrium with beliefs µ(·) satisfies the D1 criterion if µθ(r) = 1 whenever

B(r, θ′) ( B(r, θ) for θ′ 6= θ.

That is, if the set of beliefs for which it is attractive for type θ to send the out-of-equilibrium

message r is strictly larger than the set of beliefs that make it attractive for type θ′ to send

message r, then the D1 criterion requires posterior beliefs to be concentrated on θ following

message r.

This gives us the following characterization of the set of equilibria under direct response

(all proofs are in Appendix A).

Proposition 1. Under direct response, i.e., ps = 0,

1. for all values ρ ∈ (0, 1
2
], there are exactly two equilibrium outcomes; in one both types

send message y and in the other both send n; only the outcome where both types send

y survives the D1 criterion;

2. for ρ ∈ (1
2
, 1), there exists a unique equilibrium; this equilibrium is informative, with

t always sending message y and s randomizing between y and n.
5Under randomized response there is a large number of equilibria in which all messages are used on the

equilibrium path. Equilibrium refinements like D1, which operate by restricting out-of-equilibrium beliefs,
have limited force under randomized response.
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When the relative truth-telling preference ρ is comparatively low, there are only pooling

equilibria. Both types send the same, and therefore uninformative, message. The equilib-

rium in which that message is n is implausible: for s to benefit from a deviation to message

y, the posterior belief assigned to s after y must be no higher than after n. But if that were

the case t would have a strict incentive to deviate since type t has the added benefit of

being truthful when sending y. This suggests assigning probability one to type t following

a deviation to message y. That, however, breaks the equilibrium in which both types send

message n. This is captured by applying the D1 criterion.6

When ρ is relatively high, there is a unique equilibrium (without applying any refine-

ment). In that equilibrium type t always truthfully declares her type. Type s mimics to

some degree, but the incentive to mimic is muted by the preference to be truthful.

Proposition 1 establishes that if the sender’s preference for truth-telling is relatively

low, no information can be transmitted under direct response. This suggests exploring al-

ternative communication protocols that may help improve information transmission. Ran-

domized response is an answer to that call.

4.2 Equilibria under Randomized Response

Under randomized response, ps ∈
(
0, 1

2

)
, the receiver is uncertain about which question is

asked, qs or qt. It is commonly known that qt is the more likely question. The sender’s

private information, her type (θ, q) ∈ {s, t} × {qs, qt}, is now two-dimensional. Therefore,

the sender’s behavior strategy takes the form σ : {s, t} × {qs, qt} → ∆{y, n}.

Under randomized response there are potentially three types of equilibria. In a “truthful

equilibrium” type s sends y after qs and n after qt and likewise type t sends y after qt and n

after qs. In an “informative equilibrium” the two messages y and n induce different posterior

beliefs. Truthful equilibria are informative, but not every informative equilibrium needs to

be truthful. Finally, there may be uninformative equilibria, in which the posterior belief

coincides with the prior after messages sent in equilibrium.

The following proposition characterizes the set of equilibria under randomized response:

Proposition 2. Under randomized response, i.e., ps ∈
(
0, 1

2

)
,

6The other equilibrium, in which the common message is y, survives the D1 criterion: here, using
a similar argument, any belief that would tempt type t to deviate to sending message n would have
to be no higher than the equilibrium belief. For any such belief, however, type s would have a strict
incentive to deviate. Therefore, following a deviation to n the D1 criterion requires that the receiver
assigns probability one to type s. Unlike for the other equilibrium, this does not break the equilibrium,
since assigning probability one to type s induces the worst belief the sender could face and therefore deters
the deviation.
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1. there exists a truthful equilibrium if and only if ps ≥ 1−ρ
2

;

2. there exist non-truthful informative equilibria if and only if ps ≤ 1−ρ
ρ

; and,

3. there exist uninformative equilibria for all ps ∈ (0, 1
2
) if and only if ρ ∈ (0, 1

2
].

Since ρ < 1, it follows that the union of the ranges for ps in the first and second parts

of Proposition 2 covers all of
(
0, 1

2

)
, and therefore an immediate implication of this result

is:

Corollary 1. Under randomized response there exists an informative equilibrium for every

ps ∈
(
0, 1

2

)
and all ρ ∈ (0, 1).

Let −θ denote the type that is not type θ. There are two classes of non-truthful infor-

mative equilibria under randomized response. In the first class, type θ = s, t is truthful for

question qθ and randomizes for question q−θ; in the second class, type θ = s, t is truthful

to question q−θ and randomizes for question qθ (see Appendix A for details). In our dis-

cussion, we will focus on equilibria in the first class in order to avoid repetition. Equilibria

in this class share with equilibria under direct response and with truthful equilibria under

randomized response the property that n is the difficult answer. Therefore, by focusing on

equilibria in the first class we do not constantly have to remind the reader which of the

two messages, y or n, is the difficult answer. It also turns out that observed behavior in

our experiment most closely resembles equilibria in this class.

Part 1 of Proposition 2 summarizes the result of our analysis in Section 3: if there is

sufficient noise, i.e., ps is sufficiently close to 1
2
, there is a truthful equilibrium.

To appreciate Part 2 of Proposition 2, consider first the forces that undermine a truthful

equilibrium when such an equilibrium does not exist. Later we will see how those forces can

be blunted by having the sender randomize. Recall that with ps <
1
2

question qt is the more

likely question. Therefore, if the sender did use a truthful strategy, a message y would raise

the posterior probability assigned to t and a message n would raise the posterior probability

assigned to s relative to the prior. Hence, conditional on truth-telling, the sender would

prefer not to send message n. This breaks a candidate for a truthful equilibrium.

A common characteristic of the equilibria in Part 2 of Proposition 2 is that the sender

randomizes. To understand the nature of the mixing behavior, consider modifying the

truthful strategy by having type s sometimes answer question qt with y, leaving the strategy

otherwise unchanged. The posterior weight on s will be higher after y and lower after n

than under the truthful strategy. As a result there will be less of an incentive for s to avoid

sending message n in response to question qt, and a proper choice of the probability of s
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responding with y to qt will make s indifferent. Whenever s is indifferent between sending

messages y and n following qt, type t is also indifferent between the two messages following

qs. By adjusting the mixing probability for type s, it becomes possible to have type t mix

as well and maintain indifference for both. At that point we have an equilibrium in which

type s of the sender mixes between y and n in response to qt and type t of the sender mixes

between y and n in response to qs. In this equilibrium the sender will be truthful when

this moves the posterior in a favorable direction and will sometimes lie when being truthful

would move the posterior in an unfavorable direction. Lying in this equilibrium serves the

(reasonable) purpose of privacy protection.

In summary, when there is no truthful equilibrium, there are still informative “privacy-

protecting equilibria.” These equilibria have the property that the sender lies some of the

time, in situations where being truthful would adversely affect beliefs.

Figure 1 depicts the regions of the parameter space in which different types of infor-

mative equilibria exist under randomized response. In the darkest gray region there are

informative privacy-protecting equilibria, but no truthful equilibria. In the intermediate

gray region there are both informative privacy-protecting and truthful equilibria. In the

light gray region the only informative equilibria are truthful equilibria. Unlike under di-

rect response, information transmission is now possible for the entire parameter space and

regardless of the value of ρ one can always find a value of ps ∈ (0, 1
2
) for which there is a

truthful equilibrium.

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
ρ

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

ps

Truthful 
Equilibria

Truthful and Non-
Truthful Informative 
Equilibria

Non-Truthful 
Informative Equilibria

Figure 1: Existence of Informative Equilibria for (ps, ρ) ∈ (0, 1
2
)× (0, 1)

Level-k reasoning anchored in truthful behavior of level-0 senders has proven powerful

in explaining behavior in communication games with partially aligned interests in the tra-

dition of Crawford and Sobel [24] (see Crawford [25], Cai and Wang [16], Wang, Spezio, and

Camerer [70], and Crawford, Costa-Gomes, and Iriberri [26]). There it accounts for widely

observed over-communication relative to the equilibrium prediction, reflects the role of a
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pre-existing language, and reproduces the comparative-statics prediction from the equilib-

rium analysis. In the present game, where messages are not cheap talk unless ρ = 0, a

level-k analysis also mirrors the comparative statics predictions of the equilibrium analysis.

If we follow common practice to assume that L0 senders are truthful, Lk≥1 (level 1 and

higher) senders best respond to Lk−1 receiver beliefs, Lk≥0 receivers form beliefs based on

Lk sender strategies, and Lk≥1 receiver beliefs after unsent messages are the same as Lk−1

receiver beliefs after those messages, then for direct response with 0 ≤ ρ < 1
2

the prediction

is pooling on y for all levels k ≥ 1 and with 1
2
< ρ < 1 it is pooling on y for all odd

levels and truth-telling for all even levels. For randomized response, the level-k analysis

predicts pooling for all levels k ≥ 1 when ρ ∈
[
0, 1

2
− ps

)
; pooling for odd levels and truth-

telling for even levels when ρ ∈
(

1
2
− ps, 1− 2ps

)
; and, truth-telling for all levels when

ρ ∈ (1− 2ps, 1). Thus, unlike the equilibrium analysis, for randomized response, level-k

predicts pooling with very low ρ and has no equivalent of the multiplicity of equilibria.

The key comparative-statics predictions from the level-k analysis, however, mirror those

of the equilibrium analysis: the level-k analysis predicts that there is some information

transmission under direct response if and only if ρ > 1
2
; the range of possible information

transmission expands with randomized response to values of ρ < 1
2
; and, for sufficiently

high ρ < 1 there is truth-telling. Different from communication games with partially

aligned interests, here the level-k analysis does not predict over-communication relative to

the equilibrium prediction for either direct or randomized response.

5 Experimental Implementation

We experimentally implement direct and randomized response in environments that are

faithful to the theoretical model. In line with Smith [66], we rely on monetary incentives

to control preferences. Specifically, we use monetary rewards to induce preferences for

truth-telling (the parameter λ); additional homegrown preferences for truth-telling, which

subjects may bring to the lab, will only help randomized response succeed. Similarly, we

use monetary rewards to induce preferences for being perceived as type t rather than type

s (the stigmatization parameter ξ), with the perception implemented by eliciting beliefs.

Our central goal in the experiment is to learn whether randomized response makes

senders more truthful than under direct response, and importantly whether this is the case

for giving answers that move beliefs in an unfavorable direction for senders, so-called “dif-

ficult answers.” Inducing senders to give difficult truthful answers is the key mechanism by

which garbling à la randomized response promises to improve information transmission. It

is a necessary condition for randomized response to lead to better information transmis-
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sion. If we do find that randomized response leads to more difficult truthful answers, a

second goal is to learn whether this does translate into improved information transmission.

Answering this question is important because, given the presence of multiple equilibria,

there is reason to worry that even if randomized response leads to more difficult truthful

answers, the effect on information transmission may be swamped by the direct information

reducing effect of garbling.

5.1 Treatments

Our choice of experimental treatments is guided by the theoretical findings in Section 4.

We focus on low relative truth-telling preferences (ρ = 1
8

and ρ = 1
4
) because this gives

randomized response the best chance of improving information transmission compared to

direct response: for values of ρ in the range (0, 1
2
) theory predicts that there is no infor-

mation transmission under direct response (Proposition 1), whereas there are informative

equilibria under randomized response (Corollary 1).7 The choice of the other parameter,

ps (the probability with which the question “Are you an s?” is asked), is also informed

by our desire to compare direct response with randomized response. We consider ps = 0,

because that is what is required for direct response, and ps = 0.4, which is an instance of

randomized response. Having ps not too far from 1
2

makes it possible to compare situations

with and without truthful equilibria, while maintaining salient values of ρ. Given ps = 0.4,

there is no truthful equilibrium when ρ = 1
8

and there is a truthful equilibrium when ρ = 1
4
.

Recall that Figure 1 provided a graphical representation of our theoretical characteriza-

tion of the set of equilibria under randomized response. Figure 2 reproduces that portion

of Figure 1 where ρ < 1
2

(and therefore there is no communication possible under direct

response) and shows in addition the four parameter combinations used in our experiment.

Table 1 summarizes our 2×2 design and states the theoretical prediction for each treatment.

5.2 Hypotheses

Our experimental hypotheses derive from our characterization of the sets of equilibria under

direct and randomized response in Section 4, including the D1 criterion whenever it applies.

Taking a first, coarse, look at whether randomized response has the desired effects on

incentives to be truthful, we begin by comparing the behavior of the stigmatized type

(type s) under direct response and randomized response. Recall that for the parameters

7This also happens to be the range that is of greatest interest for practitioners. Randomized response
and similar techniques are intended to be used to gather information about sensitive issues and, all else
equal, the higher the sensitivity of the issue (which is represented by ξ in our model), the lower is ρ = λ

ξ .
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Figure 2: Equilibria in Experimental Treatments

Table 1: Experimental Treatments

ps = Prob(qs) = 0 ps = Prob(qs) = 0.4

ρ = 1
8 DirectLow : Direct response / Low ρ

Equilibrium prediction: no informative
equilibrium exists

RandomLow : Randomized response / Low ρ

Equilibrium prediction: informative but not
truthful equilibria exist; no truthful equilibria
exist

ρ = 1
4 DirectHigh : Direct response / High ρ

Equilibrium prediction: no informative
equilibrium exists

RandomHigh : Randomized response / High ρ

Equilibrium prediction: a truthful equilibrium
exists
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in our experiment according to Proposition 1 the stigmatized type always lies under direct

response. Proposition 2, in contrast, establishes that under randomized response there

are equilibria in which type s is truthful with positive probability. This gives us our first

hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1. Under randomized response stigmatized types are significantly more often

truthful than they are under direct response.

The second hypothesis examines the effects of randomized response on truth-telling

more closely. It is based on the recognition that in order for randomized response to be

effective, it is not enough that s types become more truthful. The key to randomized

response being successful is making senders more truthful when being truthful adversely

affects receiver’s beliefs from the sender’s perspective. This is what we have termed giving

“difficult truthful answers.”

In our setting, where qt is the more frequent question, in an informative equilibrium a

“yes” answer shifts the receiver’s belief toward placing more weight on the sender being type

t. Hence, an s type who is confronted with question qs has every reason to be truthful; she

earns a direct reward for being truthful and benefits from having beliefs move in the desired

direction. The more difficult situation for an s type arises when the question she is asked is

qt. In that case, if she truthfully answers “no” she induces beliefs that lower her payoff. For

s to answer qt with “no” is a difficult truthful answer; the same is true for t answering qs

with “no.” Without these “no” answers, the sender would always answer “yes” and thus no

information would be transmitted. Inducing difficult truthful answers is therefore the key

mechanism by which randomized response promises to improve information transmission.8

Proposition 1 shows that the sender never gives difficult truthful answers under direct

response. In contrast, Proposition 2 establishes that under randomized response there are

informative equilibria; this requires that senders give difficult truthful answers some of the

time.

Hypothesis 2. The proportion of senders who are truthful when this requires giving difficult

answers is significantly higher under randomized response than it is under direct response.

Hypothesis 2 is pivotal to the assessment of whether randomized response can improve

information transmission. If we were to reject it, randomized response would fail at the

most basic level.

8Recall that our discussion focuses on those non-truthful informative equilibria in which type θ = s, t
is truthful when asked question qθ. The point made in this paragraph applies equally to the other non-
truthful equilibria (in which θ = s, t is truthful when asked question q−θ), except that for those equilibria
“yes” is the difficult answer, the answer that moves receiver beliefs in a direction unfavorable to the sender.
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Our third hypothesis focuses on direct response. Theory predicts that there is no

difference in behavior between the two direct response treatments (Proposition 1). Both

types of the sender always answer with “yes” to the (commonly known) question “Are you

a t?” It is an empirical question whether this is the case; it could be, for example, that

due to homegrown truth-telling preferences there is more truth-telling in the lab than the

theory allows. This suggests the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 3. There is no significant difference in behavior between DirectLow and Di-

rectHigh.

Our fourth hypothesis addresses a key property of randomized response. While theory

allows for informative equilibria with both high (ρ = 1
4
) and low (ρ = 1

8
) relative truth-

telling preferences, full truth-telling is (only) possible for ρ = 1
4

(Proposition 2). Theory

does not make a sharp prediction here since there is multiplicity of equilibria with ρ = 1
4
,

but it is important to check whether randomized response realizes its full potential for high

relative truth-telling preferences. This motivates the following hypothesis.

Hypothesis 4. Senders are truthful under RandomHigh.

Our primary interest in this paper is in whether senders use more informative strategies

under randomized response than under direct response. Since those strategies, in equilib-

rium, need to be supported by appropriate receiver beliefs, it is worth examining those

beliefs. This is the topic of our fifth hypothesis. It is based on the following theoretical

considerations.

An equilibrium is informative if posterior beliefs differ from the prior for messages sent in

equilibrium. By the martingale property of Bayesian updating (the expectation of posterior

beliefs equals the prior belief), it follows in our case (Proposition 2) that beliefs following

“no” answers must differ from beliefs following “yes” answers in informative equilibria of

the randomized response treatments.9 This motivates Hypothesis 5.

Hypothesis 5. Elicited beliefs under randomized response differ depending on whether a

“yes” or a “no” answer is received.

Consistent with the theory, we do not hypothesize beyond the fact that the beliefs differ.

That said, equilibria with higher weight on s after a “no” answer appear more plausible,

given that that pattern obtains for both direct response equilibria and truthful randomized

response equilibria.

9In the direct response treatments, the D1 pooling equilibria from Proposition 1 predict that only
message “yes” is sent in equilibrium and hence the belief after “yes” is that s and t are equally likely,
identical to the prior.
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5.3 Design and Procedures

Our experiment was conducted at the Pittsburgh Experimental Economics Lab. A total

of 304 subjects with no prior experience in these experiments were recruited from the

undergraduate/graduate population of the University of Pittsburgh to participate in 16

experimental sessions, four per each treatment. A between-subject design was used, and

each session involved 16−20 distinct subjects making decisions in 8−10 randomly matched

groups.10 The experiment was programmed and conducted using z-Tree (Fischbacher [30]).

In each session, half the subjects were randomly assigned the role of Member A (sender)

and the other half the role of Member B (receiver), with role assignments remaining fixed

throughout the session. They participated in 40 rounds of decisions in groups of two.11

After each and every round, subjects were randomly rematched. In each group and each

round, the computer randomly drew either SQUARE (s) or TRIANGLE (t). Both members

were informed about the fact that each shape would have an equal chance to be drawn, but

the selected shape would be revealed only to Member A. In the direct response treatments,

Member A was presented with the question “Was TRIANGLE selected?” (qt), which was

known to Member B. In the randomized response treatments, the computer would draw a

question from either “Was SQUARE selected?” (qs) or “Was TRIANGLE selected?” Both

members were informed about the fact that the former question would have a 40% chance

to be drawn, but the selected question would be revealed only to Member A. In both sets of

treatments, Member A responded to the question being asked, either with “yes” or “no.”

The response was revealed to Member B, who was then asked to predict the likelihood

that SQUARE or TRIANGLE was drawn. Member B was asked to allocate 100 shapes

between SQUARE and TRIANGLE, where the number of SQUARES would represent the

predicted likelihood that SQUARE was selected.

We used monetary incentives to induce a preference for truth-telling (λ in the model)

and stigmatization aversion (ξ in the model). Subjects were rewarded in each round in

experimental currency units (ECU).12 If Member A’s answer to the question truthfully re-

10We set a recruiting target of 20 subjects (10 groups) for a session and set a minimum of 16 in case of
insufficient show-ups. We met our target for 10 sessions, with the remaining six sessions four conducted
with 18 subjects and two conducted with 16 subjects.

11Before the 40 official rounds, subjects participated in 6 rounds of practice, in which they assumed the
role of Member A for three rounds and Member B for another three rounds. The objective of subjects
assuming both roles in the practice rounds was to familiarize them with the computer interface and the
flow of the whole decision process.

12We randomly selected three rounds and used the average earning in the selected rounds for real
payments at the exchange rate of 10 ECU for 1 USD. As will be discussed below, there was a rather large
variation in what a Member B could earn in a round. The use of three round average was intended to
smooth out the variations. Payments to subjects ranged from, including a $5 show-up fee, $10 to $35, with
an average of $29.7.
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vealed which shape was selected, he/she would receive 300 ECU in DirectHigh/RandomHigh

and 275 ECU in DirectLow/RandomLow ; with untruthful answers, he/she would receive

250 ECU. Therefore, depending on the treatment, there was a reward of either 50 ECU or

25 ECU for being truthful.

Stigmatization aversion was induced as follows: Member A’s ECU would be reduced

by twice the number of SQUARES allocated by Member B. Thus, compared to the case

where Member B assigned a probability of zero to SQUARE, Member A’s earning was 200

ECU lower than when Member B assigned a probability of one to SQUARE.

We implemented different levels of relative truth-telling preferences ρ = λ
ξ

by varying λ.

In DirectLow and RandomLow ρ = λ
ξ

= 1
8

was implemented as 25 ECU
200 ECU

and in DirectHigh

and RandomHigh ρ = λ
ξ

= 1
4

was implemented as 50 ECU
200 ECU

.13

We incentivized Member B to report her/his beliefs truthfully. Under the belief-

elicitation mechanism that we employed, irrespective of risk attitudes, truthful reporting of

one’s beliefs is a dominant strategy (Karni [46]).14 In the following, we describe the essence

of our reward procedure that implements the mechanism; the details of the presentation to

subjects can be found in the sample experimental instructions in Appendix B.

The procedure used two binary lotteries. In both lotteries the outcomes were SQUARE

(with monetary payoff 300 ECU for Member B) and TRIANGLE (with monetary payoff

50 ECU for Member B). The probability of SQUARE in the first lottery was drawn from

a uniform distribution over the set
{

0, 1
100
, 2

100
, . . . , 99

100
, 1
}
. The outcome SQUARE in the

second lottery was realized if the computer had chosen SQUARE for Member A’s type.

If the draw from the uniform distribution over
{

0, 1
100
, 2

100
, . . . , 99

100
, 1
}

resulted in a higher

value than Member B’s predicted likelihood of SQUARE having been selected for Member

A’s type, the first lottery was used to determine Member B’s payoffs. Otherwise, the second

lottery was used to determine Member B’s payoffs. Under this reward procedure, making

predictions according to true beliefs always guaranteed Member B a draw from the lottery

whose (subjective) probability of earning the higher “prize,” 300 ECU, was higher, thus

13This design approach was motivated by maintaining reasonable bounds on earnings that do not differ
by too much across treatments. The base earning of 250 ECU ensured, with the induced ξ = 200, that
subjects received a minimum of 50 ECU in a round; subjects were thus guaranteed, excluding the show-up
fee, a positive payment of $5. On the other hand, the maximum ECU that a subject could earn in a round
was 275 − 300; subjects’ pre-show-up-fee payments were thus capped by $27.5 in DirectLow/RandomLow
and $30 in DirectHigh/RandomHigh. Had we varied the absolute level of stigmatization aversion, we would
have had to adjust the base earning upward for DirectHigh and RandomHigh resulting in a considerably
higher upper bound of payments or, with no such upward adjustment, accept the possibility of negative
earnings.

14Other efforts to attenuate biases caused by risk attitudes in belief elicitation include Allen [1], Offer-
man, Sonnemans, van de Kuilen, and Wakker [59], Schlag and van dër Weele [65] and Hossain and Okui
[40].
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providing the incentives for reporting true beliefs.15

At the end of each round, we provided information feedback on which shape was selected,

which question was selected (for randomized response), Member A’s answer, Member B’s

prediction, and the subject’s own earning.

6 Experimental Findings

6.1 Senders’ Answers and Receivers’ Beliefs

Our first result, illustrated in Figure 3, compares the randomized response and direct

response treatments with respect to the behavior of stigmatized types. Figure 3 presents

the trends of truthful answer frequencies by type. The left panel shows that stigmatized

types are more truthful under randomized response than under direct response.
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Figure 3: Trends of Truthful Answer Frequencies

Result 1. Stigmatized types provided truthful answers more often in the randomized re-

sponse treatments than in the direct response treatments.

Result 1 confirms Hypothesis 1. The frequencies of truthful answers by s-types, ag-

gregated across the last 20 rounds of all sessions, were 19% in DirectLow and 37% in

DirectHigh. The corresponding frequencies were 79% in RandomLow and 89% in Ran-

domHigh. Using session-level data as independent observations, statistical tests confirm

that the frequencies are significantly higher in the randomized response treatments irre-

spective of the levels of relative truth-telling preferences (p = 0.0143 for all four possible

15Using induced beliefs, Hao and Houser [39] experimentally evaluate the mechanism in Karni [46]. The
way we presented the mechanism to the subjects was similar to theirs.
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comparisons, Mann-Whitney tests).16

For t-types, the truthful answer frequencies were significantly lower in the randomized

response treatments, but in aggregate the magnitudes of the differences were at most one

third of those of s-types: the frequencies were 98% in both DirectLow and DirectHigh, 84%

in RandomLow, and 90% in RandomHigh (p = 0.0143 for all four possible comparisons,

Mann-Whitney tests).

The fact that t-types become less truthful under randomized response, while s-types

become more truthful, is consistent with the form non-truthful informative equilibria take

in the game we analyzed. Under randomized response being truthful requires accepted

types (t) sometimes to give what we have called “difficult answers,” answers that adversely

affect receiver’s beliefs. This is the case when t-types are asked question qs and to be

truthful have to answer with “no.” The intuition that accepted types may want to avoid

giving difficult truthful answers and instead engage in non-truthful protective behavior is

confirmed by both our formal analysis and our experimental data.

Our second, and central, result compares the behavior of senders under randomized and

direct response in situations when being truthful requires giving difficult answers. Figure

4 presents the aggregate frequencies of answers. The top panel shows the answers for the

direct response treatments, by type and question. The bottom panel shows the same for

randomized response. The frequency bars corresponding to difficult truthful answers are

circled in Figure 4. They show that difficult truthful answers are more frequent under

randomized response than under direct response.

Result 2. There was a significantly higher frequency of difficult truthful answers under

randomized response than under direct response.

Under direct response being truthful requires giving a difficult answer whenever the

sender’s type is s. The difficult truthful answer is “no.” Under randomized response being

truthful requires giving a difficult answer when either the sender’s type is s and the question

is qt or the sender’s type is t and the question is qs. Once again, the difficult truthful answer

is “no” in both cases. We therefore compare the frequencies of “no” answers in the event

that the type is s under direct response with the frequencies of “no” answers in the event

{(s, qt), (t, qs)} under randomized response (circled in Figure 4). The comparisons, which

16All aggregate data reported and used for statistical testings are from the last 20 rounds. The qualitative
aspects of our findings remain unchanged if we use, for example, data from the last 30 or even all 40
rounds. However, the frequency trends, especially those for s-types in the direct response treatments
where convergence was most conspicuous, suggest that the 20th round provides a reasonable cutoff for
behavior having settled down. Using data from the last 20 rounds thus allows us to give more weight to
converged behavior. Unless otherwise indicated, the reported p-values are from one-sided tests.
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Figure 4: Frequencies of Answers

involve comparing 19% in DirectLow with 67%/63% in RandomLow and 37% in DirectHigh

with 84%/78% in RandomHigh, confirm Hypothesis 2 (p = 0.0143 for all four comparisons,

Mann-Whitney tests).

Result 2 summarizes our most important finding in support of the mechanism that drives

randomized response. The key route by which randomized response promises to improve

information transmission is by facilitating the elicitation of difficult truthful answers. It

is a necessary condition for randomized response to be effective. Result 2 shows that

randomized response meets this bar.

This shows that in the present context garbling has the intended effects on incentives.

Because of garbling the receiver draws less extreme inferences from the sender’s message.

This relaxes incentive constrains of the sender, making it easier for the sender to transmit

at least some information.

Our third result concerns the direct response treatment. Behavior under direct response

is of interest, because if there is already significant information transmission under direct

response, there is less room for randomized response to improve on direct response. Given
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our parameter choices, theory predicts that under direct response there is no information

transmission for both levels of relative truth-telling preferences, ρ = 1
4

and ρ = 1
8
. Contrary

to theory we find that more information is transmitted for the higher level of relative

truth-telling preferences (ρ = 1
4
). This is driven by stigmatized types being more truthful

than theory predicts, and being more truthful for higher induced relative truth-telling

preferences.

Result 3. Under direct response, stigmatized types provided truthful answer significantly

more often in the high relative truth-telling treatment (ρ = 1
4
) than in the low relative

truth-telling treatment (ρ = 1
8
).17

A detailed examination of the direct response data shows that the behavior of t-types

was very close to the point prediction of the D1 pooling equilibrium, where in both Di-

rectLow and DirectHigh the frequencies of “yes” were 98%. On the other hand, s-types

answered “yes” less often than did t-types, with frequencies 81% in DirectLow and 63% in

DirectHigh. Given that t-types almost always answered with “yes,” s-types’ non-negligible

uses of “no” transmitted information, in contrast to the prediction of the pooling equi-

librium. Over-communication, a common finding in the experimental literature of com-

munication games (e.g., Forsythe, Lundholm, and Rietz [32]; Blume, Dejong, Kim, and

Sprinkle [9], 2001; Cai and Wang [16]), was thus also observed in our experiments; unlike

in those games here over-communication is not accounted for by a level-k analysis and

more likely due to homegrown truth-telling preferences.18 We can reject Hypothesis 3 since

s-types over-communicated more for higher relative truth-telling preferences (p = 0.0286,

Mann-Whitney test), giving us Result 3 stated above.

Our fourth result deals with the question of whether randomized response lives up to

its full potential for promoting truth-telling. Theory indicates that complete truth-telling

is possible in RandomHigh (ρ = 1
4
). Our experimental results, however, indicate that full

truth-telling is not achieved. This is summarized in the following result.

Result 4. Senders were significantly less truthful than theory would permit in RandomHigh.

The frequency of the senders (both types) being truthful was 90% in RandomHigh, im-

mediately rejecting Hypothesis 4 that senders are truthful. If we allow for some randomness

17To a lesser degree, accepted types provided truthful answer significantly more often in RandomHigh
than in RandomLow ; there was no significant difference in accepted types’ truthful answer frequencies
between DirectLow and DirectHigh.

18We conducted an additional session for robustness check, where the parameters were the same as
DirectHigh except that ps = 1 (i.e., the direct question became “Are you an s?”). Compared to DirectHigh
with ps = 0, a higher instance of over-communication by s-types was observed: the frequency of truthful
“yes” was 46%. There was almost no difference for t-types, where the frequency of truthful “no” was 99%.
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in choices and only ask for senders being truthful at least 95% of the time, the hypothesis

is still rejected (p = 0.0625, Wilcoxon signed-rank test).19

The reason for this finding is that senders systematically deviated from truth-telling

when this required giving difficult answers. In the randomized response treatments, there

was a lower incidence of difficult truthful answers (“no”) than of truthful answers that were

not difficult (“yes”). In RandomHigh, for the question “Are you an s?” s-types answered

with “yes” with frequency 97%; for the question “Are you a t?” t-types answered with

“yes” with frequency higher than 99%. In contrast, for the question “Are you an s?”

t-types answered with “no” with frequency 78%; for the question “Are you a t?” s-types

answered with “no” with frequency 84%. The lower frequencies of difficult truthful answers

contributed to the rejection of Hypothesis 4. In fact, if we considered only the situations

in which being truthful requires giving difficult answers, we would reject the hypothesis

even more strongly; the frequency of the senders (both types) being truthful with difficult

answers was 82%, and the hypothesis is rejected even if we only ask for senders being

truthful at least 85% of the time (p = 0.0625, Wilcoxon signed-rank test).

Note also how truthful behavior changed with the change in relative truth-telling pref-

erences from RandomHigh to RandomLow. In RandomLow, for the question “Are you an

s?” s-types answered with “yes” with frequency 93%, and t-types answered with “no” with

frequency 63%; for the question “Are you a t?” t-types answered with “yes” with frequency

higher than 99%, and s-types answered with “no” with frequency 67%. The effects of lower

relative truth-telling preferences were again more pronounced with the difficult truthful

“no.”

The observed aggregate behavior is most consistent with non-truthful informative equi-

libria. In these equilibria the sender is truthful when this does not require giving a difficult

answer and otherwise fails to be truthful with positive probability: the frequencies of “yes”

answers by s-types to “Are you an s?” and by t-types to “Are you a t?” were close to

100% in both RandomHigh and RandomLow. In the cases where being truthful required

giving (difficult) “no” answers, the observed frequencies were within ±5% of the frequencies

generated by the mixing probabilities in non-truthful informative equilibria.20

It is instructive to reverse perspectives and try to determine which value of relative

19With four independent observations (sessions), p = 0.0625 is the lowest possible p-value for the
Wilcoxon signed-rank test.

20For µs(n) > µs(y), we have that σ(y|s, qs) = σ(y|t, qt) = 1, and the remaining equilibrium strategies
satisfy σ(n|t, qs) ∈ (0, 1) and σ(n|s, qt) = [

√
25 + 80σ(n|t, qs) − 2σ(n|t, qs) − 5]/3 ∈ (0, 1] in RandomHigh

and σ(n|t, qs) ∈ (0, 1] and σ(n|s, qt) = [
√

225 + 160σ(n|t, qs)− 2σ(n|t, qs)− 15]/3 ∈ (0, 1) in RandomLow.
The formulae for equilibrium strategies can generate σ(n|s, qt) ≈ 0.89 (84% observed) and σ(n|t, qs) ≈ 0.73
(78% observed) in RandomHigh and σ(n|s, qt) ≈ 0.63 (67% observed) and σ(n|t, qs) ≈ 0.67 (63% observed)
in RandomLow.
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truth-telling preference ρ is implied by the observed answer frequencies if one identifies

those frequencies with the mixing probabilities in a non-truthful informative equilibrium.

In the case of RandomHigh s-types answered qt with “yes” with a frequency of 16% and t-

types answered to qs with “yes” with a frequency of 22%. The implied relative truth-telling

preference ρ is approximately 0.2, compared to the induced ratio of 0.25. In the case of

RandomLow s-types answered qt with “yes” with a frequency of 33% and t-types answered

qs with “yes” with a frequency of 37%. The implied relative truth-telling preference is

approximately 0.17, compared to the induced ratio of 0.125. While those empirically implied

values are not exact matches for the ones we were trying to induce, they are in the right

range and preserve the order of the intended values. We take this calibration exercise

as further evidence that the informative non-truthful equilibria give a sensible account of

behavior in our randomized response treatments.21

The significantly lower frequencies of truthful “no” answers than theory says are possible

by accepted types represent the kind of protective behavior that John et al. [43] make

responsible for occasional non-intuitive data obtained with randomized response. Since in

our experiment “Are you a t?” is the more frequently asked question, in a putative truthful

equilibrium a “no” answer is difficult: “no” is the answer that moves posterior beliefs in the

direction of giving more weight to the stigmatized type. Thus t-types (as well as s-types),

all else equal, have an incentive to avoid giving “no” answers. In a truthful equilibrium this

incentive is balanced by the incentive to be truthful. As our equilibrium analysis reveals,

however, a complicating feature is that there are multiple equilibria and we therefore face

an equilibrium selection problem. It is not implausible that the balance of stigmatization

and truth-telling concerns also affects equilibrium selection; from this perspective the focal

principle of privacy protection may undermine that of truthfulness and push equilibrium

behavior away from the extreme of pure truth-telling.22

21One can also perform the calibration exercise for the direct response treatments. Consistent with
the over-communication we found there, the implied relative truth-telling preferences are markedly higher
than the induced ratios: in DirectHigh the implied relative truth-telling preference is 0.61, compared to an
induced value of 0.25; in DirectLow the implied relative truth-telling preference is 0.55, compared to an
induced value of 0.125. An interesting open question is how to reconcile the difference between the implied
values for direct response and randomized response. One possibility is that senders develop homegrown
perceptions about ps. If they have an exaggerated sense of the difference between ps and pt, i.e., perceive
ps to be lower than it is, the implied relative truth-telling preference increases. Another possibility is
that psychologically participants might not feel safe under randomized response, as John, Loewenstein,
Acquisti, and Vosgerau [43] have suggested. Finally, it might be that truth-telling is more salient under
direct response since there is a more definite sense of what constitutes truth. The latter might be especially
interesting from an applied perspective, as it suggests a potentially adverse effect of randomized response
on truth-telling preferences.

22An additional contributing factor for observing protective behaviors in the field may be heterogeneity
in individual weighting of truth-telling and stigmatization concerns. Those with stronger stigmatization
aversions might be expected to engage in protective behaviors even if others are content with being truthful.
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To further explore what drove senders’ behavior, we consider the receivers’ beliefs. Table

2 reports the probability assigned to type s by receivers’ beliefs, classified by whether the

sender’s answer was “yes” or “no.” The “Elicited” columns report the beliefs we elicited

from the receivers. The “Empirical” columns reports the beliefs that would have been

correct given the senders’ empirical strategies. The table gives us our fifth result.23

Table 2: Elicited and Empirical Beliefs Assigned to Type s

Response “yes” “no” “yes” “no”
Beliefs Elicited Empirical Elicited Empirical Elicited Empirical Elicited Empirical

RandomHigh RandomLow

Session 1 0.42 (0.21) 0.45 0.65 (0.16) 0.68 0.43 (0.20) 0.43 0.51 (0.19) 0.50
Session 2 0.52 (0.24) 0.37 0.63 (0.21) 0.62 0.33 (0.22) 0.52 0.67 (0.20) 0.71
Session 3 0.45 (0.26) 0.44 0.64 (0.26) 0.59 0.40 (0.13) 0.50 0.54 (0.12) 0.71
Session 4 0.48 (0.17) 0.47 0.58 (0.14) 0.54 0.33 (0.21) 0.44 0.57 (0.23) 0.54

Mean 0.46 (0.04) 0.43 0.63 (0.03) 0.61 0.37 (0.05) 0.47 0.57 (0.07) 0.61

DirectHigh DirectLow

Session 1 0.39 (0.21) 0.39 0.71 (0.25) 0.87 0.31 (0.16) 0.44 0.77 (0.15) 0.86
Session 2 0.33 (0.19) 0.39 0.87 (0.12) 1.00 0.40 (0.23) 0.42 0.69 (0.35) 0.75
Session 3 0.37 (0.31) 0.40 0.87 (0.16) 0.93 0.38 (0.14) 0.40 0.71 (0.28) 0.88
Session 4 0.43 (0.24) 0.30 0.71 (0.24) 0.96 0.37 (0.16) 0.39 0.65 (0.20) 1.00

Mean 0.38 (0.04) 0.37 0.79 (0.09) 0.94 0.36 (0.04) 0.42 0.70 (0.05) 0.87

Note: Data are from last 20 rounds of each session. For the elicited beliefs, the parentheses contain standard deviations.
The standard deviations for each session are calculated using each group in each round as an observation. Standard
deviations for treatments are calculated using each session as an observation. For the empirical beliefs, the numbers
are obtained by applying Bayes’ rule to the observed frequencies of the senders’ types, the questions, and the senders’
answers conditional on types, aggregated across the last 20 rounds of each session.

Result 5. Under randomized response, the elicited beliefs assigned significantly higher prob-

ability to s after “no” answers than after “yes” answers.

The elicited beliefs receivers assigned to s after “no” were 0.63 in RandomHigh and

0.57 in RandomLow, significantly higher than the elicited beliefs after “yes,” which were

0.46 in RandomHigh and 0.37 in RandomLow (p = 0.0625 for both treatments, Wilcoxon

signed-rank tests).The aggregate numbers match the theory: in all the equilibria under

the adopted parameters, the receiver’s beliefs assigned to s are in the neighborhood of 0.6

after one answer and 0.4 after another. Equilibria that are consistent with the profiles

of the belief numbers (higher after “no” than after “yes”) are: i) a truthful equilibrium

in RandomHigh, and ii) informative equilibria in both RandomHigh and RandomLow in

which the sender always gives truthful answers when this requires a “yes” but randomizes

between “yes” and “no” when being truthful requires a “no.”

23We use the 20th round as the cutoff for aggregations so as to maintain consistency with the aggregations
of the sender data. In most cases, the trends of the elicited beliefs were stable over rounds so that the
aggregations over the last 20 rounds are representative of all-round data.
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In the direct response treatments the receivers’ elicited beliefs were consistent with the

observed over-communication. While the D1 pooling equilibrium predicts that the receiver

believes s and t to be equally likely after receiving “yes,” the aggregate elicited beliefs

assigned to s were 0.38 in DirectHigh and 0.36 in DirectLow, significantly lower than 0.5

(p = 0.0625 for both treatments, Wilcoxon signed-rank tests). This did indicate that

receivers believed—correctly—that senders were transmitting information.

The out-of-equilibrium “no” was received, on average, 19% of the time in DirectHigh

and 10% of the time in DirectLow. The corresponding elicited beliefs assigned to s were

0.79 in DirectHigh and 0.70 in DirectLow, significantly higher than when “yes” was received

(p = 0.0625 for both treatments, Wilcoxon signed-rank tests). In fact, in DirectHigh 44% of

the time the elicited beliefs were equal to or larger than 0.9, while it was 31% in DirectLow.

Note that with higher probabilities assigned to s after “no” than after “yes,” answer-

ing with “yes” provided t-types with two monetary rewards, one from truth-telling and

one from inducing a lower probability assigned to s. This accounted for why t-types were

almost always truthful. On the other hand, when s-types told the truth with the diffi-

cult “no,” they were trading the truthful reward for a higher probability assigned to s.

Given the magnitudes of elicited beliefs, the latter on average was sufficient to outweigh

the former, suggesting that considerations other than monetary rewards might be driving

the over-communication observed in the direct response treatments.24 Prior experimental

studies have documented that subjects have intrinsic truth-telling preferences (e.g., Gneezy

[35]; Sánchez-Pagés and Vorsatz [64]). In our case, it is conceivable that such homegrown

preferences were brought into the lab, which added on to our induced incentives, resulting

in a higher effective truth-telling preference. Indeed, the senders’ behavior in the direct

response treatments resembled the informative equilibrium under a higher value of ρ.25

6.2 Inference

While our primary interest is in information transmission, and not in inference, it is worth

briefly examining the impact of less-than-perfect truthfulness on inference.

24To support the uninformative equilibria, the out-of-equilibrium beliefs assigned to s were required to
be ≥ 0.75 in DirectHigh and ≥ 0.625 in DirectLow.

25Risk aversion might also have played a role. To avoid additional layers of complexity we did not use
binary lotteries (Roth and Malouf [63]; Berg, Dickhaut, and O’Brien [6]) to induce risk neutrality. The
senders were trading a certain sum from truthful answers for a risky prospect of lower probability assigned
to s. Given the variations in elicited beliefs, risk aversion might have favored truth-telling. Note, however,
that this does not undermine the conclusion that the use of random questions led to more truth-telling, as
variations in elicited beliefs were also observed in the randomized response treatments; risk aversion was
largely controlled for in the comparisons between the two sets of treatments.
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Table 3: Actual and Estimated Proportions of Stigmatized Types

Actual Estimated Actual Estimated

DirectHigh RandomHigh

Session 1 0.51 0.21 0.55 0.28
Session 2 0.50 0.18 0.47 0.14
Session 3 0.45 0.09 0.50 0.08
Session 4 0.46 0.25 0.50 0.11

Mean 0.48 0.19 0.50 0.15

DirectLow RandomLow

Session 1 0.49 0.11 0.46 -0.45
Session 2 0.44 0.04 0.59 -0.22
Session 3 0.45 0.09 0.56 -0.58
Session 4 0.50 0.17 0.48 0.08

Mean 0.47 0.10 0.52 -0.29

Note: Data are from last 20 rounds of each session. The means for treatments are calculated using each group
in each round as an observation.

One can easily verify that the departure from truth-telling in response to difficult ques-

tions, which is consistent with out theoretical analysis may result in distorted and even

invalid (negative) estimates of the proportion of stigmatized types in the population. This

concern is validated by our experimental data, as shown in Table 3. There we report for

each session the estimated prevalence of the stigmatized type in the population, using the

estimator proposed by Warner. We find that regardless of whether direct response or ran-

domized response is used, the estimated population proportion of the stigmatized type is

a underestimated. With lower relative truth-telling preferences, the estimated proportion

drops and in three out of four sessions with randomized response the estimate becomes

invalid. Thus basing inference on taking complete truth-telling for granted can be mislead-

ing.

6.3 Quantifying Information Transmission

One can use mutual information (see for example Cover and Thomas [23]) to quantify

how much information was transmitted in the lab under direct response and randomized

response.

The mutual information implied by our data is reported in Table 4. There we also report

a decomposition of the difference in mutual information between the direct response and

the randomized response treatments into i) the direct effect from randomizing questions,

which we refer to as “Noise,” ii) the protective strategic response by t-types to randomizing

questions—the avoidance of the difficult truthful “no” by t-types—which we refer to as

“Protective Behavior of t,” and iii) the primary intended strategic effect of randomized
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response—to induce s-types to truthfully answer with “no” to the question “Are you a

t?”—which we refer to as the “Positive Effect of Randomized Response.”

Table 4: Mutual Information

DirectHigh Noise Protective
Behavior of t

Positive Effect
of Randomized
Response

Remaining RandomHigh

Session 1 0.134 0.039
Session 2 0.213 0.046
Session 3 0.080 0.017
Session 4 0.267 0.003

Mean 0.173 −0.171 +0.012 +0.023 −0.011 0.026

DirectLow Noise Protective
Behavior of t

Positive Effect
of randomized
response

Remaining RandomLow

Session 1 0.055 0.006
Session 2 0.012 0.027
Session 3 0.056 0.030
Session 4 0.198 0.009

Mean 0.080 −0.076 +0.036 +0.007 −0.029 0.018

Note: The formula for mutual information is
∑
P (θ′, r′) log

P (θ′|r′)
P (θ′) , where (θ′, r′) ∈ {s, t}×{y, n}. The figures are obtained

by applying the equivalent
∑
P (r′|θ′)P (θ′) log

P (r′|θ′)
P (r′) to the empirical counterparts (last-20-round aggregates) of P (θ′),

P (qθ′ ), and P (r′|qθ′ , θ′). The effect of Noise is obtained by, starting with the mutual information under direct response,
replacing P (qs) and P (qt) in direct response with those in randomized response. (In the same step, negation of the answer
to qt is also used for the frequency of answers to the unasked question qs in direct response, i.e., we assume that for direct
response P (r′|qs, θ′) = 1 − P (r′|qt, θ′).) The effect of Protective Behavior of t is obtained by replacing P (r′|qs, t) in direct
response with those in randomized response. The Positive Effect of Randomized Response is obtained by replacing P (r′|qt, s)
in direct response with those in randomized response. The remaining effect is obtained by replacing the remaining P (r′|·, ·)
in direct response with those in randomized response.

Theory predicts that for the parameters in our experiment randomized response out-

performs direct response. Direct response, however, dominates in the lab due to over-

communication. While in the presence of such over-communication randomized response

does not improve information transmission over direct response in our data as measured

by the mutual information, it is important to remember that it does move truth-telling

behavior in the desired direction (Results 1 and 2). This suggests that the key mechanism

motivating the use of randomized response does work. This is confirmed by the decompo-

sition of the difference in the mutual information, which reveals that the strategic effects of

randomized response (“Positive Effect of Randomized Response” and “Protective Behavior

of t”) make a positive, though small, contribution to information transmission. The (seem-

ingly counterintuitive) positive sign of the “Protective Behavior of t” effect reflects the fact

that under direct response t-types have an even greater incentive to answer the (hypothet-

ical) question “Are you an s?” with“yes.” Thus “Protective Behavior of t” is diminished

under randomized response, which has a positive effect on information transmission.
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7 Related Literature

Plausible deniability may be used to deflect responsibility26, distort information27, and can

reduce incentives for pro-social behavior.28 On the positive side, it may provide protection

for whistleblowers (Chassang and Padró i Miquel [18]) and make it possible to communicate

useful first-order information while withholding damaging higher-order information (Ayres

and Nalebuff [2]). From a design perspective, a natural question then is how to balance

the benefits of plausible deniability, e.g., from privacy protection, with its costs, e.g., from

contamination of information channels.

The literature has studied a range of devices that can generate plausible deniability,

such as restrictions on ex post information about behavior (Tadelis [69]; Dana et al. [28]),

indirect or ambiguous language (Ayres and Nalebuff [2]; Pinker, Nowak, and Lee [62];

Mialon and Mialon [55]) and commitment to random intervention (Chassang and Padró

i Miquel, [18]). Recent theoretical work on noisy communication channels (Blume et al.

[10]), non-strategic mediators (Goltsman et al. [38]), strategic mediators (Ivanov [42]) and

stochastic continuations (Krishna and Morgan [51]) in variants of the Crawford and Sobel

[24] model can also be viewed in this vein.

This potential of randomness providing plausible deniability was first recognized by

Warner [71]. There is by now a large number of variations on Warner’s original technique.

In the innocuous question technique, the second question is replaced by an unrelated ques-

tion such as “Have you ever visited a local library?” Another version that is widely used

in the survey design literature (e.g., St John et al. [67]) is the forced response technique

proposed by Boruch [14]. With this approach, depending on realization of the randomizing

device, participants are instructed to either answer a sensitive question or to give a pre-

scribed response irrespective of the truth (e.g., always answer “yes”). In the item count

technique (also known as the list response technique) proposed by Miller [56], participants

are asked to report how many of N + 1 items are true when among them only one item is

sensitive (see, e.g., Karlan and Zinman [45] with an application to measuring the use of mi-

cro finance loan proceeds, and Coffman, Coffman, and Ericson [22] on LGBT populations).

26An example is Admiral John Poindexter’s assumption of responsibility for the diversion of some of the
proceeds from arms sales to Iran to support the Contras in Nicaragua and his withholding of documents
from President Reagan to provide him with deniability (Bogen and Lynch [13]).

27Calomiris [17] notes that in the case of novel financial instruments the lack of a track record is a source
of deniability for rating agencies with an interest in rating inflation.

28Tadelis [69] reports data from a trust-game experiment in which trustees returned less when their
decisions could not be distinguished from random events. Dana, Cain, and Dawes [28] find that subjects
frequently are willing to avoid playing a $10 dictator game in favor of a $9 exit option, when using the exit
option ensures that the (potential) receiving player does not learn that otherwise a dictator game would
have been played.
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Variants of the randomized response technique have been used to gather information about

a large variety of sensitive issues, including drug use and doping (Striegel, Ulrich, and

Simon [68]), tax evasion (Houston and Tran [41]), employee theft (Wimbush and Dalton

[72]), poaching (St John et al. [67]), regulatory non-compliance (Elffers, van der Heijden,

and Hezemans [29] and the integrity of certified public accountants (Buchman and Tracy

[15]).

The use of randomized response is predicated on randomization inducing truth-telling.

For this to be the case, there must be at least some preference for truth-telling to outweigh

privacy concerns; senders must appropriately process the inference-moderating effect of

randomness; and, if the game that is induced between the sender and the receiver has

multiple equilibria, then a truth-telling one must be selected.

Thus far, efforts to evaluate whether randomized response works as predicted, rather

than examining the above conditions, have primarily focused on two empirical validation

methods, individual validation and comparative validation. The former relies on the rare

instances when there is direct evidence on the empirical question of interest that can be con-

trasted with the results from a randomized response study. The latter compares data from

randomized response studies with those from alternative survey methods (self-administered

questionnaires, telephone interviews, face-to-face interviews, and computer-assisted inter-

views). Examples of comparative validation studies are Beldt, Daniel, and Garcha [5],

Wimbush and Dalton [72], and Lensvelt-Mulders, Hox, van der Heijden, and Maas [52].

Their results suggest that randomized response improves on direct questioning according

to the more-is-better criterion, where a higher population estimate of the stigmatized trait

is interpreted as being more valid.

Recently, and independently, John et al. [43] have conducted experiments to evaluate

randomized response. They are motivated by empirical findings according to which there

is frequent non-adherence to randomized response instructions, direct response often yields

more valid responses than randomized response, and sometimes randomized response gen-

erates invalid prevalence estimates. They suggest that those “paradoxical findings” might

be rooted in either unclear instructions or “protective behavior” of participants who worry

that innocuous responses are viewed as admissions. Consistent with those rationales they

find that non-adherence to randomized response instructions can be alleviated and esti-

mates improved by framing jeopardizing responses as socially desirable and by clarifying

that jeopardizing responses do not amount to admissions.

We also provide experimental evidence for systematic non-adherence to randomized

response instructions. Consistent with the prior evidence cited by John et al. [43], in

our data randomized response systemically underestimates the population proportion of
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the stigmatized trait, and when relative truth-telling preferences are low we get negative

and thus invalid estimates. We experimentally demonstrate that non-adherence can be

explained by protective behavior and that protective behavior becomes more pronounced

with increasing concerns about stigmatization relative to truth-telling incentives.

8 Discussion and Conclusion

The principal insight from our theoretical analysis of the randomized response game is that

there are informative equilibria that are not truthful. Behavior in line with those equilibria

can imply distorted and possibly invalid estimates of the prevalence of the stigmatized trait

in the population. Furthermore, they plausibly express the focal principle of privacy pro-

tection. Therefore, there is no need for auxiliary explanations of observed non-compliance

with randomized response instructions. Non-truthful behavior is rational and varies in a

predictable fashion with incentives.

Our experimental findings are best accounted for by informative but non-truthful equi-

libria. Consistent with these equilibria, randomized response improves truth-telling by

stigmatized types (Result 1) and, importantly, increases the frequency of difficult truthful

answers (Result 2). Thus the fundamental mechanism that underpins the rationale for

randomized response does work.

At the same time, we find systematic departures from truth-telling with difficult an-

swers. We find over-communication with direct response. With randomized response,

however, we find under-communication. Departures from truth-telling under randomized

response tend to be rational, occur for difficult answers, and vary with changing incentives.

One might wish to mitigate this effect by designing randomized response so that it

minimally moves posterior beliefs. Since this requires increasing the noise level it will have

to be accompanied by increasing sample size. In future work, it might be worthwhile using

laboratory experiments to investigate whether it is indeed the case that behavior becomes

approximately truthful when truthful answers to randomized questions are made nearly

uninformative; in our version of randomized response this would correspond to letting the

probability of asking each question converge to one half.

Another way to deal with the departures from complete truth-telling under randomized

response is to incorporate some recognition of non-truthfulness into the data analysis. This

has been advocated by Clark and Desharnais [21] and Cruyff, van den Hout, van der Heijden

and Böckenholt [27]. Experiments like ours can provide insights into the extent and nature

of the departures from complete truth-telling.
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Appendix A – Proofs

The following payoff profiles will be used in the proofs of Propositions 1 and 2.

Ũ(s, qs, y, µs(y)) = Ũ(t, qt, y, µs(y)) = ρ− µs(y), (A.1)

Ũ(s, qs, n, µs(n)) = Ũ(t, qt, n, µs(n)) = −µs(n), (A.2)

Ũ(s, qt, n, µs(n)) = Ũ(t, qs, n, µs(n)) = ρ− µs(n), (A.3)

Ũ(s, qt, y, µs(y)) = Ũ(t, qs, y, µs(y)) = −µs(y). (A.4)

Proof of Proposition 1. We characterize all equilibria under direct response where ps =

0. The fact that there exists no truthful equilibrium for ρ ∈ (0, 1) follows immediately from

constraint (1) in the main text, ρ ≥ 1− 2ps.

Note that in any informative equilibrium with ps = 0, we must have that µs(n) > µs(y);

if µs(y) > µs(n), it follows from (A.3) and (A.4) that s strictly prefers to send n, which

implies that µs(n) ≥ µs(y), a contradiction. With µs(n) > µs(y), it follows from (A.1) and

(A.2) that t strictly prefers to send y. Thus, in any informative equilibrium, t must send

truthful y with probability one and s must randomize between y and n. The indifference of s

between y and n implies, from (A.3) and (A.4), that ρ = µs(n)−µs(y). Given that n is used

exclusively by s, we have µs(y) = 1− ρ, which holds if and only if σ(n|s) = 2− 1
ρ
. Hence,

if an informative equilibrium exists, it is unique. The requirement that σ(n|s) ∈ (0, 1)

imposes the restriction that ρ > 1
2
. Thus, if ρ ∈ (1

2
, 1), one can construct an informative

equilibrium; if an informative equilibrium exists, we must have ρ ∈ (1
2
, 1).

In any uninformative equilibrium, either i) only one message is used in equilibrium, or

ii) both messages are used and µs(y) = µs(n) = 1
2
. Case ii) requires that σ(y|s) = σ(y|t) ∈

(0, 1), i.e., both s and t are indifferent between y and n, which can never hold given that

ρ > 0. Thus, case i) is the only possible form of any uninformative equilibrium. Suppose

that both s and t send y with probability one so that µs(y) = 1
2

on the equilibrium path. For

this to constitute an equilibrium, we require, from (A.1) and (A.2), that ρ ≥ 1
2
− µs(n) for

t and, from (A.3) and (A.4), that µs(n)− 1
2
≥ ρ for s, where µs(n) is an out-of-equilibrium

belief. Only the second inequality binds, and thus the out-of-equilibrium belief required to

support the equilibrium is that µs(n) ≥ ρ + 1
2
. That µs(n) ∈ [0, 1] imposes the restriction

that ρ ≤ 1
2
. Suppose next that both s and t send n with probability one so that µs(n) = 1

2

on the equilibrium path. By a similar argument, we require that the out-of-equilibrium

belief µs(y) ≥ ρ + 1
2
, which again imposes the restriction that ρ ≤ 1

2
. Thus, if ρ ∈ (0, 1

2
],

one can construct uninformative equilibria with outcomes where either both types send y

or both send n, and these are the only uninformative equilibrium outcomes. Conversely, if
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an uninformative equilibrium exists, we must have ρ ∈ (0, 1
2
]. This also implies that for any

ρ ∈ (1
2
, 1) there is no uninformative equilibrium, and hence in that range the informative

equilibrium is the only equilibrium.

We next apply the D1 criterion to the two equilibrium outcomes in which only one

answer is sent. Let Ũ∗(θ) be the equilibrium payoff of type-θ sender. For the equilibrium

outcome in which both types send n, we have that Ũ∗(s) = ρ − 1
2

and Ũ∗(t) = −1
2
.

If types s and t deviate to y, their payoffs will be, respectively, Ũde(s) = −µs(y) and

Ũde(t) = ρ−µs(y). Note that Ũde(s)− Ũ∗(s) ≥ 0, i.e., type s weakly prefers deviating to y,

if and only if µs(y) ∈ [0, 1
2
− ρ]. On the other hand, Ũde(t)− Ũ∗(t) > 0, i.e., type t strictly

prefers deviating to y, if and only if µs(y) ∈ [0, 1
2

+ ρ). For ρ > 0, [0, 1
2
− ρ] ⊂ [0, 1

2
+ ρ); s

is deleted for y under the D1 criterion, and thus the equilibrium outcome does not survive

the selection criterion. Turning to the equilibrium outcome in which both types send y,

we note that type t weakly prefers deviating to n if and only if µs(n) ∈ [0, 1
2
− ρ] and type

s strictly prefers deviating to n if and only if µs(n) ∈ [0, 1
2

+ ρ). By a similar argument,

the D1 criterion deletes t for n. The equilibrium outcome with both types sending y can

be supported by the resulting belief that µs(n) = 1; the outcome thus survives the D1

criterion.

Proof of Proposition 2. We establish the result by verifying the following claim, which

characterizes all equilibria under randomized response:

Under randomized response where ps ∈ (0, 1
2
),

1. there exist uninformative equilibria if and only if ρ ∈ (0, 1
2
];

2. there exists a truthful equilibrium if and only if ps ≥ 1−ρ
2

; and,

3. the set of non-truthful informative equilibria is completely described by the following

statements:

(a) there exists an informative equilibrium in which (s, qs) and (t, qt) always give a

truthful answer and

i. (s, qt) always gives a truthful answer and (t, qs) randomizes between y and

n if and only if 1−ρ
2
< ps <

1
ρ
− 1;

ii. (s, qt) randomizes between y and n and (t, qs) always gives a truthful answer

if and only if ps <
1−ρ

2
;

iii. (s, qt) randomizes between y and n and (t, qs) always gives a non-truthful

answer if and only if ps <
1
ρ
− 1 < 1

2
;
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iv. (s, qt) always give a truthful answer and (t, qs) always gives a non-truthful

answer if and only if ps = 1
ρ
− 1;

v. (s, qt) and (t, qs) randomize between y and n if and only if ps <
1
ρ
− 1;

(b) there exists an informative equilibrium in which (s, qt) and (t, qs) always give a

truthful answer and

i. (s, qs) always gives a truthful answer and (t, qt) randomizes between y and

n if and only if ps > 2− 1
ρ
;

ii. (s, qs) randomizes between y and n and (t, qt) always gives a non-truthful

answer if and only if ps > 2− 1
ρ
> 0;

iii. (s, qs) always gives a truthful answer and (t, qt) always gives a non-truthful

answer if and only if ps = 2− 1
ρ
;

iv. (s, qs) and (t, qt) randomize between y and n if and only if ps > 2− 1
ρ
.

Given that the sender has four types, (s, qs), (t, qt), (s, qt) and (t, qs) and each type

can either answer with y with probability one, answer with n with probability one, or

completely randomize between y and n, there are in total 81 classes of strategy profiles as

candidates for equilibrium. We proceed by either characterizing the condition under which

a class of strategy profiles constitutes equilibria or eliminating a class as equilibrium, until

we exhaust all 81 possibilities.

We begin with the uninformative equilibria in Part 1 of the claim. In any such equi-

librium, either i) only one answer is used in equilibrium, or ii) both answers are used and

µs(y) = µs(n) = 1
2
. Case ii) requires that σ(y|s, qs) = σ(y|t, qt) = σ(y|s, qt) = σ(y|t, qs) ∈

(0, 1), i.e., all types are indifferent between y and n, which can never hold given that ρ > 0.

One candidate for equilibrium is eliminated, leaving us with 80 possiblities. For case i),

consider first that all types answer with y with probability one so that µs(y) = 1
2

on the

equilibrium path. For this to constitute an equilibrium, we require, from (A.1) and (A.2),

that ρ ≥ 1
2
− µs(n) for (s, qs) and (t, qt) and, from (A.3) and (A.4), that µs(n)− 1

2
≥ ρ for

(s, qt) and (t, qs), where µs(n) is an out-of-equilibrium belief. Only the second inequality

binds, and thus the out-of-equilibrium belief required to support the equilibrium is that

µs(n) ≥ ρ + 1
2
. That µs(n) ∈ [0, 1] imposes the restriction that ρ ≤ 1

2
. Consider next that

all types answer with n with probability one so that µs(n) = 1
2

on the equilibrium path. By

a similar argument, we require that the out-of-equilibrium belief µs(y) ≥ ρ+ 1
2
, which again

imposes the restriction that ρ ≤ 1
2
. Thus, if ρ ∈ (0, 1

2
], one can construct uninformative

equilibria where either all types answer with y or all types answer with n, and these are

the only uninformative equilibria. Conversely, if an uninformative equilibrium exists, we

must have ρ ∈ (0, 1
2
].
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We are left with 78 possibilities. We proceed to eliminate candidates for informative

equilibria, in which y and n are used with positive probability and µs(y) 6= µs(n). If

µs(n) > µs(y), it follows from (A.1) and (A.2) that (s, qs) and (t, qt) strictly prefer y and

thus σ(y|s, qs) = σ(y|t, qt) = 1. Similarly, if µs(y) > µs(n), it follows from (A.3) and

(A.4) that σ(y|s, qt) = σ(y|t, qs) = 0. The condition that either σ(y|s, qs) = σ(y|t, qt) = 1

or σ(y|s, qt) = σ(y|t, qs) = 0 eliminates 63 classes of strategy profiles, leaving 15 distinct

possibilities. Consider that µs(n) > µs(y) so that σ(y|s, qs) = σ(y|t, qt) = 1. The receiver’s

beliefs are

µs(n) =
(1− ps)(1− σ(y|s, qt))

ps(1− σ(y|t, qs)) + (1− ps)(1− σ(y|s, qt))
, (A.5)

µs(y) =
ps + (1− ps)σ(y|s, qt)

1 + psσ(y|t, qs) + (1− ps)σ(y|s, qt)
. (A.6)

If σ(y|s, qt) = 1, both (s, qs) and (s, qt) answer with y with probability one, leading to the

contradiction that µs(n) = 0. Thus, two additional classes of strategy profiles, which pre-

scribe σ(y|s, qs) = σ(y|t, qt) = σ(y|s, qt) = 1 paired with either σ(y|t, qs) = 0 or σ(y|t, qs) ∈
(0, 1), are ruled out. Consider next that µs(y) > µs(n) so that σ(y|s, qt) = σ(y|t, qs) = 0.

The receiver’s beliefs are

µs(y) =
psσ(y|s, qs)

psσ(y|s, qs) + (1− ps)σ(y|t, qt)
, (A.7)

µs(n) =
1− ps + ps(1− σ(y|s, qs))

1 + ps(1− σ(y|s, qs)) + (1− ps)(1− σ(y|t, qt))
. (A.8)

If σ(y|s, qs) = 0, both (s, qs) and (s, qt) answer with n with probability one, leading to the

contradiction that µs(y) = 0. Thus, two more classes of strategy profiles, which prescribe

σ(y|s, qt) = σ(y|t, qs) = σ(y|s, qs) = 0 paired with either σ(y|t, qt) = 1 or σ(y|t, qt) ∈ (0, 1),

are further eliminated.

The rest of the proof verifies and characterizes the remaining 10 classes of strategy pro-

files as informative equilibria and rules out one class. Consider first the truthful equilibrium

in Part 2 of the claim, in which σ(y|s, qs) = σ(y|t, qt) = 1 and σ(y|s, qt) = σ(y|t, qs) = 0.

The resulting receiver’s beliefs are µs(y) = ps and µs(n) = 1− ps. Since ps <
1
2
, it follows

from (A.1) and (A.2) that (s, qs) and (t, qt) strictly prefer y to n. For (s, qt) and (t, qs) to

weakly prefer n to y, it follows from (A.3) and (A.4) that we require ps ≥ 1−ρ
2

. Truthful

equilibria thus exist if and only if ps ≥ 1−ρ
2

.

We proceed to non-truthful informative equilibria. We divide the remaining 10 cases

according to the magnitudes of the receiver’s beliefs. Consider first that µs(n) > µs(y).

The strategies σ(y|s, qs) = σ(y|t, qt) = 1 are to be paired with σ(y|s, qt) ∈ [0, 1) and
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σ(y|t, qs) ∈ [0, 1], accounting for five remaining classes of strategy profiles. All of them

require, from (A.3) and (A.4), that ρ = µs(n) − µs(y) > 0. Substituting (A.5) and (A.6)

into ρ = µs(n)− µs(y) and solving for σ(y|s, qt), we obtain the following relevant solution:

σ(y|s, qt) =
1−

√
1− 4ρ(1− ρ− 2ps[1− σ(y|t, qs)])− 2ρpsσ(y|t, qs)

2ρ(1− ps)
. (A.9)

Consider the following five cases, which correspond to Part 3(a) of the claim:

1. Suppose that σ(y|s, qt) = 0. For σ(y|t, qs) ≥ 0, (A.9) reduces to σ(y|t, qs) =√
1−4ρ(1−ρ−2ps)−1

2ρps
. Thus, there exists an equilibrium with σ(y|s, qs) = σ(y|t, qt) = 1,

σ(y|s, qt) = 0 and σ(y|t, qs) ∈ (0, 1) if and only if, for ps ∈ (0, 1
2
), 0 <

√
1−4ρ(1−ρ−2ps)−1

2ρps
<

1 or equivalently 1−ρ
2
< ps <

1
ρ
− 1.

2. Suppose that σ(y|t, qs) = 0. Solution (A.9) reduces to σ(y|s, qt) =
1−
√

1−4ρ(1−ρ−2ps)

2ρ(1−ps) .

Thus, there exists an equilibrium with σ(y|s, qs) = σ(y|t, qt) = 1, σ(y|s, qt) ∈ (0, 1)

and σ(y|t, qs) = 0 if and only if, for ps ∈ (0, 1
2
), 0 <

1−
√

1−4ρ(1−ρ−2ps)

2ρ(1−ps) < 1. It can

be verified that
1−
√

1−4ρ(1−ρ−2ps)

2ρ(1−ps) < 1 is satisfied for all ρ > 0 and ps ∈ (0, 1
2
). The

remaining inequality
1−
√

1−4ρ(1−ρ−2ps)

2ρ(1−ps) > 0 reduces to ps <
1−ρ

2
.

3. Suppose that σ(y|t, qs) = 1. Solution (A.9) reduces to σ(y|s, qt) =
1−
√

(2ρ−1)2−2ρps

2ρ(1−ps) .

Note that if ρ ≤ 1
2
, σ(y|s, qt) = 1, which is ruled out above. This implies that for

σ(y|s, qt) < 1, we must have ρ > 1
2
, in which case σ(y|s, qt) = 1−ρ(1+ps)

ρ(1−ps) . Thus, there

exists an equilibrium with σ(y|s, qs) = σ(y|t, qt) = σ(y|t, qs) = 1 and σ(y|s, qt) ∈ (0, 1)

if and only if, for ps ∈ (0, 1
2
), 0 < 1−ρ(1+ps)

ρ(1−ps) < 1 or equivalently ps <
1
ρ
− 1 < 1

2
.

4. Suppose that σ(y|s, qt) = 0 and σ(y|t, qs) = 1. Solution (A.9) reduces to ps =
1−
√

(2ρ−1)2

2ρ
. Note that if ρ ≤ 1

2
, ps = 1, which violates our specification that ps <

1
2
.

This implies that for the strategy profile to constitute an equilibrium, we must have

ρ > 1
2
, in which case ps = 1

ρ
− 1. Thus, there exists an equilibrium with σ(y|s, qs) =

σ(y|t, qt) = σ(y|t, qs) = 1 and σ(y|s, qt) = 0 if and only if, for ps ∈ (0, 1
2
), ps = 1

ρ
− 1.

5. It can be verified from (A.9) that σ(y|s, qt) ≥ 1 if and only if ρ ≤ 1
2

and σ(y|t, qs) =

1. Thus, if σ(y|t, qs) ∈ (0, 1), we must have σ(y|s, qt) < 1. On the other hand,

σ(y|s, qt) > 0 if and only if 1−
√

1− 4ρ(1− ρ− 2ps[1− σ(y|t, qs)])−2ρpsσ(y|t, qs) >
0, which can be verified to hold for σ(y|t, qs) ∈ (0, 1) if and only if ps <

1
ρ
− 1. Thus,

there exists an equilibrium with σ(y|s, qs) = σ(y|t, qt) = 1, σ(y|s, qt) ∈ (0, 1) and

σ(y|t, qs) ∈ (0, 1) if and only if, for ps ∈ (0, 1
2
), ps <

1
ρ
− 1.
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Consider next that µs(y) > µs(n). The strategies σ(y|s, qt) = σ(y|t, qs) = 0 are to be

paired with σ(y|s, qs) = (0, 1] and σ(y|t, qt) ∈ [0, 1], accounting for the last five cases. All

of them require, from (A.1) and (A.2), that ρ = µs(y)−µs(n) > 0. Substituting (A.7) and

(A.8) into ρ = µs(y) − µs(n) and solving for σ(y|s, qs), we obtain the following relevant

solution:

σ(y|s, qs) =
−1 +

√
1− 4ρ[1− ρ− 2(1− ρ)σ(y|t, qt)] + 2ρ[1− (1− ps)σ(y|t, qt)]

2ρps
. (A.10)

Consider the following five cases, which correspond to Part 3(b) of the claim:

1. Suppose that σ(y|s, qs) = 1. Solution (A.10) reduces to σ(y|t, qt) = 1+
1−
√

1+4ρ(1+ρ−2ps)

2ρ(1−ps) .

Thus, there exists an equilibrium with σ(y|s, qt) = σ(y|t, qs) = 0, σ(y|s, qs) = 1 and

σ(y|t, qt) ∈ (0, 1) if and only if, for ps ∈ (0, 1
2
), 0 < 1 +

1−
√

1+4ρ(1+ρ−2ps)

2ρ(1−ps) < 1 or

equivalently ps > 2− 1
ρ
.

2. Suppose σ(y|t, qt) = 0. Solution (A.10) reduces to σ(y|s, qs) =
2ρ−1+

√
(2ρ−1)2

2ρps
. Note

that if ρ ≤ 1
2
, σ(y|s, qs) = 0, which is ruled out above. This implies that for

σ(y|s, qs) > 0, we must have ρ > 1
2
, in which case σ(y|s, qs) = 2ρ−1

ρps
. Thus, there exists

an equilibrium with σ(y|s, qt) = σ(y|t, qs) = 0, σ(y|t, qt) = 0 and σ(y|s, qs) ∈ (0, 1) if

and only if, for ps ∈ (0, 1
2
), 0 < 2ρ−1

ρps
< 1 or equivalently ps > 2− 1

ρ
> 0.

3. Suppose σ(y|s, qs) = 1 and σ(y|t, qt) = 0. Solution (A.10) reduces to ps = 1 −
1−
√

(2ρ−1)2

2ρ
. Note that if ρ ≤ 1

2
, ps = 0, which violates ps > 0 for randomized response.

This implies that for the stated strategy profile to constitute an equilibrium, we must

have ρ > 1
2
, in which case ps = 2 − 1

ρ
. Thus, there exists an equilibrium with

σ(y|s, qt) = σ(y|t, qs) = σ(y|t, qt) = 0 and σ(y|s, qs) = 1 if and only if, for ps ∈ (0, 1
2
),

ps = 2− 1
ρ
.

4. It can be verified from (A.10) that σ(y|s, qs) ≤ 0 if and only if ρ ≤ 1
2

and σ(y|t, qt) =

0. Thus, if σ(y|t, qt) ∈ (0, 1), we must have σ(y|s, qs) > 0. On the other hand,

σ(y|s, qs) < 1 if and only if 2ρ(1−ps)[1−σ(y|t, qt)]−1+
√

1− 4ρ[1− ρ− 2(1− ρ)σ(y|t, qt)] <
0, which can be verified to hold for σ(y|t, qt) ∈ (0, 1) if and only if ps > 2− 1

ρ
. Thus,

there exists an equilibrium with σ(y|s, qt) = σ(y|t, qs) = 0, σ(y|s, qs) ∈ (0, 1) and

σ(y|t, qt) ∈ (0, 1) if and only if, for ps ∈ (0, 1
2
), ps > 2− 1

ρ
.

5. Finally, we show that the last case, in which σ(y|t, qt) = 1, cannot constitute an

equilibrium. For σ(y|t, qt) = 1, (A.10) reduces to σ(y|s, qs) = 1 − 1−
√

1+4ρ(1+ρ−2ps)

2ρps
.

Thus, there exists an equilibrium with σ(y|s, qt) = σ(y|t, qs) = 0, σ(y|t, qt) = 1 and
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σ(y|s, qs) ∈ (0, 1) if and only if 0 < 1− 1−
√

1+4ρ(1+ρ−2ps)

2ρps
< 1, which does not hold for

ρ ∈ (0, 1) and ps ∈ (0, 1
2
).

Appendix B – Experimental Instructions

B.1 Instructions (RandomHigh)

INSTRUCTION

Welcome to the experiment. This experiment studies decision making between two

individuals. In the following two hours or less, you will participate in 40 rounds of decision

making. Please read the instructions below carefully; the cash payment you will receive at

the end of the experiment depends on how well you make your decisions according to these

instructions.

Your Role and Decision Group

Half of the participants will be randomly assigned the role of Member A and the other

half the role of Member B. Your role will remain fixed throughout the experiment. In each

round, one Member A will be paired with one Member B to form a group of two. The two

members in a group make decisions that will affect their rewards in the round. Participants

will be randomly rematched after each round to form new groups.

Your Decision in Each Round

In each round and for each group, the computer will randomly select, with equal chance,

either SQUARE or TRIANGLE. The selected shape will be revealed to Member A. Inde-

pendently, the computer will also randomly select one of the following two questions for

Member A: “Was SQUARE selected?” or “Was TRIANGLE selected?” The chance that

“WAS SQUARE selected?” will be drawn is 40%, and the chance that “Was TRIANGLE

selected?” will be drawn is 60%. Note that the two pieces of information—which shape

and which question are selected—is only known to Member A; Member B is not provided

with such information.

Member A’s Decision
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At the beginning of each round, the selected shape and question will be shown on your

screen. You respond to the selected question by clicking either “Yes” or “No”, and your

decision in the round is completed. You are free to choose your response; it is not part of

the instructions that you have to respond to indicate the actual shape selected.

Once you click the button, your response will be shown on the screen of the Member B

that you are paired with in the round. Be reminded again that he/she will only see your

“Yes”/“No” response and will not know which question you are responding to nor which

shape was selected.

Member B’s Decision

Based on the “Yes”/“No” response of Member A, you will be asked to predict the shape

that was selected by the computer. You state your prediction in percentage terms, similar

to how rain forecasts are typically reported, i.e., there is an X% chance of rain (so with

(100−X)% chance there will be no rain). You will be rewarded according to the accuracy

of your prediction.

In each round, you will be presented with a Yellow Box that contains 100 shapes. You

will be asked to decide how many shapes are SQUARES and how many are TRIANGLES.

The numbers of SQUARES and TRIANGLES in the Yellow Box represent your prediction.

For example, if the number of SQUARES is 70 (so the number of TRIANGLES is 30), it

means that you predict that there is a 70% (30%) chance that the computer has selected

SQUARE (TRIANGLE). You input your prediction by clicking on a line with a green ball

on it that lies inside the Yellow Box. The left end of the line represents 0 SQUARES and

100 TRIANGLES; the right end represents 100 SQUARES and 0 TRIANGLES. You can

choose any integer point in between. When you click on the line, the green ball will move

to the point you click on, and the corresponding numbers of SQUARES and TRIANGLES

will be shown inside � and 4 in the Yellow Box.

You adjust your click until you arrive at your desired numbers, after which you click the

submit button. Your decision in the round is then completed. (You still have to perform

some manual task to have your reward in the round determined. More information will

provided below.)
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Your Reward in Each Round

Your reward in the experiment will be expressed in terms of experimental currency unit

(ECU). The following describes how your reward in each round is determined.

Member A’s Reward

The amount of ECU you earn in a round depends on two factors. The first is whether

your “Yes”/“No” response to the selected question indicates which shape was actually

selected by the computer. If it does, you will receive 300 ECU; if it does not, you will

receive 250 ECU.

The second factor is Member B’s prediction of the chance that SQUARE was selected.

The amount of ECU you earn from responding to the question (either 300 or 250) will be

reduced by twice the number of SQUARES in Member B’s Yellow Box.

Here is an example of two different scenarios in which your earnings will both be 160

ECU:

1. The computer selected SQUARE and “Was TRIANGLE selected?” You responded

“No”. Since your response indicates which shape was actually selected, you receive

300 ECU for the first part. If Member B predicts a 70% chance of SQUARE by having

70 SQUARES in the Yellow Box, your earning in the round will be 300−(2×70) = 160

ECU.

2. The computer selected TRIANGLE and “Was SQUARE selected?” You responded

“Yes”. Since your response does not indicate which shape was actually selected,

you receive 250 ECU for the first part. If Member B predicts a 45% chance of

SQUARE by having 45 SQUARES in the Yellow Box, your earning in the round will

be 250− (2× 45) = 160 ECU.

Member B’s Reward

The amount of ECU you earn in a round, either 300 ECU or 50 ECU, is determined

by the procedure described below. The reward procedure provides incentives to you to state

your prediction according to what you truly believe is the chance that SQUARE/TRIANGLE

was selected: your earning in expected terms will be highest if you state your true belief.

You will be presented with another box, a Green Box, that helps determine your earning.

The Green Box also contains 100 shapes. At the beginning of each round, a number is
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randomly drawn with equal chance from 1 to 100 to determine the number of SQUARES

in the Green Box (100 minus the number drawn is the number of TRIANGLES). Since this

happens at the beginning of the round, it is not influenced by any decision made during

the round. It is also independent of the shape and question that are selected for Member

A. The numbers of SQUARES and TRIANGLES in the Green Box will be revealed to you

only after you submit the numbers for the Yellow Box. Your earning in the round will be

determined as follows:

1. If the number of SQUARES in the Yellow Box is larger than or equal to the numbers

of SQUARE in the Green Box, your earning will depend on which shape was selected

and revealed to Member A at the beginning of the round:

(a) If it was SQUARE, you will receive 300 ECU.

(b) If it was TRIANGLE, you will receive 50 ECU.

2. If the number of SQUARES in the Yellow Box is smaller than the numbers of

SQUARE in the Green Box, you will randomly draw a shape from the Green Box:

(a) If the randomly drawn shape is a SQUARE, you will receive 300 ECU.

(b) If the randomly drawn shape is a TRIANGLE, you will receive 50 ECU.

Information Feedback

At the end of each round, the computer will provide a summary for the round: which

shape and question were selected and revealed to Member A, Member A’s response, the

number of SQUARES in Member B’s Yellow Box, and your earning in ECU.

Your Cash Payment

The experimenter randomly selects 3 rounds out of 40 to calculate your cash payment.

(So it is in your best interest to take each round seriously.) Your total cash payment at

the end of the experiment will be the average amount of ECU you earned in the 3 selected

rounds divided by 10 (i.e., 10 ECU = 1 USD) plus a $5 show-up fee.
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Quiz and Practice

To ensure your understanding of the instructions, we will provide you with a quiz and

practice rounds. We will go through the quiz after you answer it on your own. You will

then participate in 6 practice rounds, where you will have a chance to play both Member

A (3 rounds) and Member B (3 rounds). The practice rounds are part of the instructions

which are not relevant to your cash payment; its objective is to get you familiar with the

computer interface and the flow of the decisions in each round.

Once the practice rounds are over, the computer will tell you “The official rounds begin

now!” You will be randomly assigned the role of either Member A or Member B, which will

not change during the 40 official rounds.

Adminstration

Your decisions as well as your monetary payment will be kept confidential. Remember

that you have to make your decisions entirely on your own; please do not discuss your

decisions with any other participants.

Upon finishing the experiment, you will receive your cash payment. You will be asked

to sign your name to acknowledge your receipt of the payment (which will not be used for

tax purposes). You are then free to leave.

If you have any question, please raise your hand now. We will answer your question

individually. If there is no question, we will proceed to the quiz.
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C.2 z-Tree Screen Shots

Training round: The first screen of the sender subject.
Figure 5: Member A’s Response Screen

Figure 6: Member B’s Prediction Screen

The number of SQUARES in the GREEN BOX is revealed. In this example, the 
YELLOW BOX has more SQUARES than the GREEN BOX. So, the reward will be 
determined by the actual shape Pressing the button “ACTUAL SHAPE” showsdetermined by the actual shape. Pressing the button  ACTUAL SHAPE  shows 
the selected shape in the next screen.

Figure 7: Member B’s Reward Screen
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